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when it is critical to Drill a hole at a certain angle or the hole neeDs to be stoppeD at a specific Depth, there really is 
no substitute for a DeDicateD Drilling Machine. by setting up the work piece anD claMping it to the table all guesswork 
is eliMinateD anD accurate anD repeat Drilling becoMes siMple anD easy. recorD power haVe long haD a reputation for 
fine Drilling Machines anD our upgraDeD range is no eXception.

KEY FEATURES
•  easy operation caM-leVer 12 

speeD pulley systeM
• one piece cast iron hanDwheel

SPinDlE To 
colUmn: 190mm 

SPinDlE TRAvEl: 
80mm

moToR PowER: 1hp

SiZE: h1635 x w365  
x D610mm

DP58P 
KEY SPEc

Dp58p shown with Drill press 
Vice (not included)

“in my opinion, this robust and accurate piece of 
tooling deserves a place in any workshop. it did 
exactly what i expected of it.”

woodturning, march 2010, DP58P

What They Say...

see page 29 
for full range  
of accessories

both drilling machines 
have a twelve speed 
pulley system, the 
belts are easily moved 
using a cam-lever 
mechanism.

tilting table feature 
with measurement 
guide for drilling 
angles.

Making extensive use of steel and cast iron and driven by powerful induction 
motors these drills can be expected to give reliable service for many years to 
come. the headstock in particular is made from a large casting to give rigidity and 
absorb vibration. as with all record power drilling machines the hand-wheel is 
made from an ergonomically designed one piece casting for user comfort and to 
provide additional weight in the headstock.

the tables have been made much larger and heavier than in previous models 
and in recognition of this, the oft requested addition of rack and pinion rise and 
fall has been made. both models come with 12 speeds making them suitable for 
drilling metal as well as wood. this is particularly useful as most woodworkers 
have the occasional need to drill metal for hinges, brackets and plating etc. and 
it can be very frustrating to have the right machine for the job but not the right 
speeds.

record power have a high reputation for quality drilling machines and we believe 
that when these machines are compared to others in the market at similar (or 
greater) prices the value for money they represent will be quickly appreciated. 
available in floorstanding or bench versions.


